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Figure 1.1 – Trading partner growth 
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Figure 1.2 – GDP growth 
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Overview 

• Despite the contraction in the June quarter the economy is set for solid expansion with 
quarterly growth expected to run somewhat above trend over the early part of the 
forecast period.  Annual average 
growth is expected to be around 
2½% in the year to March 2000, 
3½% in the following two years, 
and 3% in the final year of the 
forecast period. 

• Conditions are conducive to growth.  
Global growth prospects have 
improved through this year.  
Trading partner growth is now 
expected to be around 3% in both 
1999 and 2000.  For 1999, this 
marks a doubling on the growth 
expected at the start of the year.  Domestic monetary conditions also remain 
stimulatory with low short-term interest rates and a competitive exchange rate. 

• Growth in the out years is little changed from the Budget projections.  The composition 
of the growth in these forecasts is 
however, more tilted towards the 
export sector reflecting better world 
growth prospects and a lower 
exchange rate. 

• Growth is more moderate than that 
seen in the previous recovery.  This 
reflects a number of factors 
including: higher household debt 
levels; less catch-up and 
replacement spending; and weaker 
net migration. 
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Figure 1.4 – Oil price 
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Figure 1.3 - Monetary conditions 
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• Robust growth in manufactured exports and tourism activity is expected to continue, 
underpinned by stronger global demand and a competitive exchange rate.  Events 
including the America’s Cup and the Sydney Olympics give an additional boost to the 
tourism sector.  Commodity exporters are expected to shake off the effects of the 
droughts and gain from recovering world commodity prices. 

• Household spending is supported by steady employment and wage growth.  Incomes 
receive an additional fillip in the March 2001 year from planned tax reductions.  
However, in the near-term households feel some squeeze from rising oil prices.  Over 
the medium-term increased debt levels and rising debt servicing costs see spending 
growth slow and savings modestly rebuilt. 

• The solid pick-up in activity is likely to see the economy running into capacity 
constraints by around the end of 2000.  The unemployment rate falls to below 6%.  
However, a modest monetary tightening built into the projections wards off potential 
inflationary pressures.  This keeps the economy on a sustainable growth path. 

• The monetary tightening begins in 
the near-term.  While it is difficult to 
pick exactly how the mix of 
monetary conditions will evolve, 
short-term interest rates are 
forecast to climb to 7.0% by the 
2002 year and the exchange rate is 
expected to show a modest rise.  
The continuing large current 
account deficit limits the rise in the 
exchange rate. 

• Rising oil prices1 are largely behind 
a spike in annual inflation to 2.7% in the year to March 2000.  This is not, however, 
expected to lead to more sustained inflationary pressures. 

• In the near-term, the current 
account comes under temporary 
pressure due to one-off imports and 
rising oil prices.  The deficit rises to 
8.3% of GDP.  A modest 
improvement is expected over the 
remainder of the forecast horizon 
so that by the end of the period the 
deficit is equivalent to 5.8% of 
GDP.  The trade side of the current 
account drives this improvement 
with the investment income deficit 
expected to persist at just over 7% 
of GDP. 

                                                 

1 At the time of finalising the forecasts Dubai oil prices were around $US23 per barrel. 
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• The central forecast embodies a steady export-led expansion.  As always there are 
risks and uncertainties surrounding this central track raising the prospect of the 
economy following quite different growth paths to that presented here.  World growth 
could turn out to be stronger than we expect, raising the possibility of stronger exports 
and stronger commodity prices than embodied in the central forecast.  Stronger near-
term growth would see the economy hitting capacity constraints sooner, requiring a 
stronger monetary tightening than that built into the Central Forecast.  The end result 
would be a sharper cycle with more growth in the early years of the forecast and less 
growth in the outer years relative to the Central Forecast.   

• On the other hand there are risks surrounding the sustainability of the current global 
recovery.  Most prominent is the possibility of a sharp correction in US equity prices.  In 
addition, latent structural problems put a question mark over the sustainability of growth 
in non-Japan Asia while the recent rise in the yen could stall the Japanese economy. 
The likely growth path under these circumstances would be one of an economy 
gradually building momentum throughout the forecast period so that the strongest 
growth would be seen towards the end of the forecast horizon.  

• On the domestic front, recent data has raised the possibility of some near-term 
weakness in the economy.  Over the medium-term it is by no means certain how 
consumers will react to higher household debt levels.  A stronger or weaker 
consumption profile could result, depending on how binding the debt constraint proves 
to be.  On the basis of past trends there is scope for both investment and imports to be 
stronger. 

• Risks to the central forecast are analysed in Chapter 3. 
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Table 1.1 – Economic Outlook: Central Forecast1 

 1998/99 1999/2000 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03
(Annual average % change, Actual Forecast Projection Projection Projection
March years)  
Private consumption 1.3 1.7 2.7 2.9 2.1 
Public consumption (0.4) 6.4 (3.7) (0.9) 1.0 
Total Consumption 0.9 2.6 1.4 2.2 1.9 
Residential investment (14.6) 12.8 5.1 2.2 3.0 
Business investment 8.0 10.7 5.3 11.3 11.1 

- excluding computers 4.5 4.3 2.9 5.7 3.9 
Total private investment 2.0 11.2 5.3 9.3 9.4 
Public investment (11.3) 4.0 9.5 5.0 4.7 
Total investment (0.3) 10.1 5.9 8.6 8.7 

Stock change2 (1.0) 1.6 (0.6) 0.2 0.2 

Gross national expenditure (0.3) 5.8 1.8 3.8 3.8 
Exports 2.1 3.2 8.2 5.2 4.6 
Imports 3.4 10.2 2.9 6.4 6.9 
GDP (Expenditure Measure) (0.8) 3.4 3.5 3.3 2.9 
GDP (Production Measure) (0.2) 2.3 3.5 3.3 2.9 

Employment3 (0.9) 1.1 2.2 2.2 1.6 

Unemployment4 7.2 7.0 6.3 5.7 6.0 

Wages5 3.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2 

CPI inflation6 (0.1) 2.4 1.8 2.1 1.6 

CPIX inflation6, 7 1.0 2.7 1.8 2.1 1.6 

Nominal GDP (Expenditure) 0.6 3.9 5.6 5.2 4.6 
Current account balance       

- $ million (5,699) (8,557) (6,957) (6,909) (6,970) 
- % of GDP (5.8) (8.3) (6.4) (6.1) (5.8) 

TWI8 57.6 56.3 57.5 58.7 60.0 

90-day bank bill rate8 4.5 5.0 6.0 7.0 6.5 

10-year bond rate8 5.7 6.9 7.5 7.5 7.2 

Sources: Statistics New Zealand, Telerate, The Treasury 

 
Notes: 1 Projections finalised 1 October 1999.  

2 Contribution to GDP growth. 
3 Household Labour Force Survey, full-time equivalent employment, annual 

percentage change. 
4 Percentage of the labour force.  March quarter, seasonally adjusted. 
5 Quarterly Employment Survey average hourly ordinary time earnings, annual 

percentage change. 
6 Annual percentage change, March quarter.  Forecasts include CPI regimen 

changes. 
7 CPIX refers to the Consumer Price Index excluding credit services. 
8 Average for the March quarter. 
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Figure 1.5 – Asia’s recovery 
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Figure 1.6 – Commodity prices 
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The Forecast Story 

Prospects for the world economy over the forecast period have improved.  

In contrast to the marked slowdown in 
world growth in calendar 1998, the 
theme of 1999 has been one of global 
economic recovery.   

The US expansion has shown few 
signs of slowing and the widely 
anticipated slowing of the Australian 
economy continues to be pushed out.  
Stronger-than-expected growth in 
these economies, however, has been 
somewhat outshone by the turnaround 
in the emerging Asian economies.  
Here, the sharp recovery has confounded forecasters who earlier this year were picking a 
more drawn out upturn.  Japan has also emerged from recession, with growth over the 
first half of 1999 raising hopes of a self-sustaining recovery.  Evidence is mounting of a 
rebound in activity in the Euro area.   

As a result global growth forecasts have been consistently revised up over the course of 
1999.  Following growth of 2% in calendar 1998, growth in our major trading partners is 
expected to pick up to around 3% in calendar 1999 and 2000.  A projected modest 
slowing in both the US and Australia in the 2000 year is offset by stronger growth in 
Europe and Asia.2 

Brighter prospects for world growth have seen a firming of commodity prices, following the 
significant falls of the last couple of years.  While world prices for New Zealand’s 
commodity exports have shown some recovery, it is the prices of metal commodities such 
as nickel and aluminium that have seen more significant rises.  Standing out above the 
rest, however, is the increase in crude oil prices which have more than doubled over 
1999.  While supported by improving world demand conditions, the rise in crude oil prices 
is more a product of OPEC’s decision to lower production quotas.   

Stronger world growth has also been a 
factor pushing up longer-term interest 
rates around the OECD world over 
1999 as financial markets anticipate 
central banks moving to a tightening 
mode.  Recent months have, in fact, 
seen short-term interest rates rise in 
both the US and UK.  The Federal 
Reserve’s move towards a tightening 
bias together with recent signals from 
European Central Bank suggest that 
further interest rate hikes are on the 
way.  The gradual move towards 

                                                 

2 World growth assumptions are based on forecasts from Consensus Forecasts Inc for September. 
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higher official interest rates does, however, follow the very accommodative monetary 
stance that has been in place over the last year or so. 

Despite better-than-expected growth and rises in some commodity prices, the global 
inflation outlook remains benign.  Inflationary pressures are expected to be contained over 
the next couple of years or so by excess global capacity.  This is not however, to 
downplay the inflationary risks in those individual economies that are likely to be running 
at above capacity such as the US, Australia and some of the fast-growing smaller 
European economies.   

Upward revisions to world growth forecasts may well continue in the near-term. 
Nevertheless, there remain a number of potential threats to the sustainability of the global 
recovery.  In particular, while forecasters expect the US to steer itself towards a smooth 
slowdown, a significant decline in equity prices remains a risk.  This could be associated 
with rising interest rates or could occur independently with investors reassessing profit 
prospects or equity valuations.  In addition, latent structural problems could impede 
growth in non-Japan Asia while the recent rise in the yen could stall the Japanese 
economy.  

An improving world economy and competitive exchange rate underpin the forecast 
expansion...   

As a small open economy, New Zealand’s fortunes are invariably tied to those of the 
global economy.  A strengthening world economy will support export demand as well as 
boosting world export prices.  In turn, strengthening export incomes will flow through into 
domestic incomes serving to boost spending by both firms and households.   

Current monetary policy settings remain favourable to growth with low short-term interest 
rates and a competitive exchange rate.  Tax rate reductions of recent years and a further 
tax reduction planned for April 2000 will also support activity.  In the out years and 
beyond, New Zealand’s structural reforms of the past 15 years and a corporate sector with 
healthy balance sheets provide a solid platform for growth. 

In the early part of the forecast period the existence of spare capacity allows the economy 
to grow a little stronger than trend.  After a flat March 1999 year, growth picks up to 
around 2½%3 in the year to March 2000, 3½% in the following two years and then slows 
to around 3% in the final year of the forecast period.   

The picture of an economy set for solid growth is unchanged from the Budget forecasts.  
In the current set of projections however, the composition of growth is tilted more towards 
the export sector reflecting better world growth prospects and a lower exchange rate.   

...and a gradual tightening in monetary conditions keeps the economy on a 
sustainable growth path. 

The forecast pick up in economic activity is expected to push the economy towards full 
capacity by around late 2000/early 2001.  A near term monetary tightening is built into the 
forecast.  This is expected to contain potential inflationary pressures and keep the 
economy on a sustainable growth path.   
                                                 

3 Note that the annual average growth forecast for the March 2000 year incorporates the contraction in the 
June quarter. 
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Figure 1.8 – Contributions to total export growth 
– September 1998 to March 1999 inclusive 
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Figure 1.7 – Contributions to GDP growth – 
September 1998 to March 1999 inclusive 
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While it is difficult to gauge exactly how the mix of monetary conditions will evolve, interest 
rates are expected to climb gradually to peak at 7.0% in the 2002 year.  The exchange 
rate has been under downward pressure lately and we expect this weakness to persist in 
the very near term.  Over the remainder of the forecast period a very modest appreciation 
in the exchange rate is expected, in the order of around 6-7%.  The persistent differential 
over the forecast horizon between New Zealand and world interest rates provides support 
to the exchange rate but any rise is limited by the continuing large current account deficit.   

The economy showed reasonable growth over the three quarters to March 
1999. 

Following the contraction in the first 
half of 1998 the economy staged a 
reasonable rebound over the three 
quarters to March 1999.  Exports 
alone accounted for just about all of 
the growth over this period while 
consumer spending also made a 
significant contribution. 

Consumer spending was concentrated 
on durable items with spending on 
cars accounting for a significant 
amount of the strength.  Last year’s 
tax reductions, the AMP 
demutualisation and the removal of 
motor vehicle tariffs combined to 
support consumer spending over the September 1998 to March 1999 period. 

The export story was broadly based.  Dairy exports showed reasonable growth despite 
drought effects while forestry exports recovered ground lost due to the Asian downturn.  A 
recovery in visitor numbers from Asia added impetus to tourism activity, which was 
already benefiting from enhanced 
competitiveness in our traditional non-
Asian markets.  Manufacturing exports 
saw growth of around 3.5% per 
quarter over the three quarters to 
March 1999, above the average rates 
seen through the 1990s.  Again, this 
solid performance would appear to 
reflect gains in price competitiveness 
as well as continued strong growth in 
the all-important Australian market. 

In part, the recovery through to March 
1999 reflected a bounceback from the 
effects of the 1997/98 drought and the 
collapse in Asian markets.  In addition, 
tariff reductions and tax cuts provided something of a tonic for consumers.   
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Figure 1.9 – Stocks contribution to quarterly GDP 
growth 
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While the economy contracted in the June quarter ... 

In the June quarter the economy contracted by 0.3%.  The fading of these temporary 
influences described above in conjunction with the drag from the recent drought 
conditions helps explain the contraction.  In addition, warm weather conditions caused 
slaughtering to be delayed, adversely affecting primary food processing. 

As a result the quarter saw significant weakness in commodity exports and flat consumer 
spending.  More positive news came from solid growth in manufactured exports, 
continued strength in residential investment and steady growth in plant and machinery 
investment.   

… it is on track to grow solidly.  Near-term growth will benefit from a 
bounceback in commodity exports and continued strength in tourism 
activity and residential investment. 

While the June quarter saw a soft GDP number it does not alter the view that the 
economy is in recovery mode.  Quarterly data can be quite volatile.  Conditions favourable 
to growth, namely the improving world economy and current stimulatory monetary 
conditions, remain intact. 

After the negative June quarter, robust quarterly growth rates of just under 1% are 
expected for the next few quarters.  A recovery in commodity exports, continued strength 
in residential investment and buoyant tourism activity will support growth.  In addition, 
consumer sentiment points to solid consumer spending and while business confidence 
has slipped through the year, it remains at levels consistent with steady growth.  Firms’ 
expectations about export sales are running at high levels. 

Having said this, the rise in inventories 
in the June quarter was large.  Some 
of the build-up appears to be Y2K 
related while some is likely to reflect 
involuntary stockbuilding.  Our 
assumption is to the extent that stocks 
are unwound in coming quarters, this 
will partly be reflected in slower import 
growth, meaning that the unwind will 
have little negative impact on domestic 
production.  However, if the stock 
unwind does reduce domestic 
production to a greater extent than we 
have assumed, it could act to dampen 
near-term GDP growth.  
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Figure 1.10 – ANZ World Commodity Price Index
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Looking ahead, exports are expected to drive the economy forward. 

Looking ahead, improved prospects for commodity exports and continued strong growth in 
manufacturing and tourism see strong growth in exports over the next 18 months or so, 
pushing annual average export growth up to around 8% in March 2001 year.  World prices 
for our exports, particularly for our commodities, are also expected to lift. 

Table 1.2 – Exports Annual Average Growth 

1 
Machinery and Transport Equipment plus Other Manufactured Goods Exports as defined in the System of 
National Accounts. 

Sources:  Statistics New Zealand, The Treasury 

Commodity export volumes recover ... 

On the primary export side, meat and dairy exports are both expected to show strong 
quarterly near-term growth, boosting annual average growth in March 2001.  This reflects 
a recovery from the low weather-induced production levels of last season combined with 
the current winter’s good growing conditions.  While the rebuilding of livestock numbers is 
expected to put some constraint on near-term meat export growth, slaughter weights are 
set to improve over the coming year.  Dairy production, which fell in the 1998/99 season, 
is expected to increase by around 8% in 1999/2000.  Over the medium-term dairy export 
growth will be underpinned by increasing dairy herd numbers and steady productivity 
gains.   

The boost to forestry exports from restocking in Asia has run its course.  Performance in 
this sector is, however, expected to be solid over the forecast period.  Continued growth in 
the US and Australia, a rapidly recovering Asia and a competitive exchange rate make for 
favourable demand conditions.  On the supply-side, harvestable wood is plentiful.   

... and commodity prices are set to rise modestly. 

Following significant price declines 
over the last two years, some of New 
Zealand’s commodity exports are 
showing signs of recovery.   

Going forward, the improving world 
environment is expected to feed 
through into firmer world prices for 
New Zealand’s commodities.  Market-
specific conditions are also quite 
favourable:   

(March years %) 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Meat and Dairy -3.4 -5.9 11.8 4.2 3.8
Forestry -1.3 5.6 5.5 6.8 6.3
Manufacturing 5.0 13.7 11.5 9.1 7.8
Services 12.3 5.5 7.9 5.1 4.2
Total 2.1 3.2 8.2 5.2 4.6

1
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Figure 1.11 – Trade-weighted real exchange rate
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Figure 1.12 – Australia/New Zealand dollar cross 
rate 
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• Reduced US beef supplies due to a US stock re-building phase are expected to 
support beef prices over the next two years.   

• New Zealand lamb prices are expected to rise in line with UK prices, reflecting lower 
EU production.  In the cases of both beef and lamb however, competition from 
substitutes such as pork and poultry will limit the extent of price rises.   

• International dairy prices are expected to improve as demand from Asia, Russia and 
South America recovers. 

• Wool prices, recently at historic lows, are expected to improve with demand from the 
key Chinese market looking more assured.   

Over the forecast horizon modestly rising export prices in both world and New Zealand 
dollar terms contribute to an improving terms of trade picture.  Commodity prices are, 
however, notoriously difficult to forecast so significant up or downside surprises could be 
in store. 

Favourable demand conditions and a competitive exchange rate point to 
strong growth in exports of manufactured goods and tourism. 

Growth in manufactured exports is 
already running at around 15% on an 
annual basis.  Over the forecast 
horizon the real exchange rate is 
expected to remain at reasonably 
competitive levels, helping to sustain 
growth in manufactured exports. 

The depreciation of the New Zealand 
dollar against the Australian dollar 
seen over 1999 could prove 
particularly helpful given that Australia 
is the destination for around 50% of 
our non-commodity manufactured exports.  Exporters also stand to gain from a pick-up in 
industrial production growth in some of 
our key markets, albeit to a slower 
pace than that seen around 1994.   

Tourism has been a success story for 
some time now, benefiting from a 
competitive exchange rate, solid 
growth in traditional markets and a 
recent rebound in Asian visitor 
numbers.   

The sector is expected to perform well 
over the forecast period reflecting 
rising world income growth along with 
competitive pricing.  In the near-term 
the string of special events including the America’s Cup, Millennium celebrations and spin-
offs from the Sydney Olympics will give an additional boost to tourism activity. 
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Figure 1.13 – Long-term departures and arrivals 
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Domestically, households benefit from a strengthening labour market.  

The robust export picture feeds through into the domestic economy.  Firms are expected 
to lift their demand for staff in line with a steadily growing economy.  Employment growth 
peaks at an annual 2.7% in 2001.  Rising employment leads to both falls in unemployment 
and encourages people to enter the labour market in search of work.  Over the next few 
quarters we also expect to see more newly work-tested beneficiaries4 flowing into the 
labour market.  Rising participation, to some extent, moderates the fall in unemployment.   

Over the forecast period as a whole, 
participation in the labour force is 
expected to rise, reflecting improving 
economic conditions and longer-term 
structural factors such as the initiatives 
to encourage job search, the trend 
towards a more qualified workforce, 
and rising female participation. 

Net outward migration through most of 
the forecast period makes for fairly 
subdued growth in the working age 
population.  To some extent this is 
mitigated by higher participation rates.  Labour force growth is expected to average 
around 1.5% over the four years to March 2002.  This is however, half of the 3.0% per 
annum growth seen in the 1994-97 period. 

The near-term outlook is for steady wage growth, as past slowing in the labour market 
continues to have a bearing on current wage trends.  Employers have, however, already 
been experiencing more difficulty in finding skilled labour and with the forecast tightening 
in labour market conditions wage pressures can be expected to build.  The unemployment 
rate falls to under 6% over the 2001 and 2002 years. 

Tax reductions also help underpin spending.  Higher petrol prices, however, 
squeeze real income growth in the near term. 

While the impact of last year’s one-off influences, such as the tariff reductions, have 
faded, current low short-term interest rates together with rising employment and wage 
growth provide a favourable background for households.  Incomes receive an additional 
top-up in the year to March 2001 from planned tax reductions set to be introduced on 
1 April 2000 (see page 37 Fiscal Outlook Chapter).  Following a very small rise in the 
March 1999 year, real disposable income growth is forecast to lift to around 4.0% in the 
year to March 2001 and then grow steadily at around the 3% mark in the final two years of 
the forecast period. 

It is not, however, all good news for households.  Petrol prices have risen sharply over the 
July to September period on account of the surge in international oil prices seen over 
1999.  This rise in petrol prices depresses real income growth in the year to March 2000.  
                                                 

4 Late 1998/early 1999 saw the introduction of work-testing for groups of beneficiaries, such as those 
receiving the Domestic Purposes Benefit.  These groups are known as newly work-tested beneficiaries.  
Some of these newly work-tested beneficiaries who register for work with Work and Income New Zealand 
will represent an addition to the labour force as measured by the Household Labour Force Survey. 
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Figure 1.14 – Household debt and debt servicing
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Households do not always, however, adjust their consumption in response to current 
income changes but instead tend to make spending decisions based on some longer-term 
view of income.  Therefore we expect households’ adjustment to rising petrol prices to be 
partly reflected in lower savings.   

In the medium term, solid income growth underpins household spending but 
higher debt levels constrain the strength of this spending. 

In the March 2001 year more buoyant growth in labour income plus the tax reductions 
create an opportunity for households to restore some of their savings as well as stepping 
up spending. 

Savings build up modestly in the final two years of the forecast, returning the household 
savings rate to positive territory.   

We expect households to show more 
reluctance to take on additional debt 
relative to their income than they did 
over the 1990s.  In part this reflects 
the fact that debt has already built up.  
In addition, significant wealth effects 
stemming from house price gains are 
not expected over this upswing.  
Finally, rising interest rates through 
most of the forecast period might be 
expected to lessen households 
appetite for debt.   

Moreover, the higher debt stock means any given rise in interest rates increases debt-
servicing costs by more than in the past.  This leaves less discretionary income for 
consumption.  We expect debt servicing as a percentage of disposable income to return to 
a historic high by the end of the forecast period. 

While it seems reasonable to assume that increased debt levels will act as a constraining 
influence on consumer spending, this is by no means certain.  At the end of the forecast 
period, for example, household debt levels as a percentage of income are still not 
expected to exceed those currently prevailing in some OECD countries.  If households’ 
appetite for debt is not quelled or debt-servicing costs do not bite to the extent envisaged 
then the consumption profile could be stronger than that embodied here.  Alternatively of 
course the debt constraint could prove more binding causing households to rein in 
spending by more than anticipated in the central forecast.   

Firms step up investment spending in line with strengthening domestic and 
export activity... 

In contrast to the early 1990s period, when business investment contracted significantly, 
business investment showed no material downswing when the economy weakened over 
the first half of 1998.  Indeed, investment actually strengthened and has continued in that 
vein in recent quarters.  However, the robust investment story looks to have rested, in 
part, on accelerating computer investment associated with Y2K and, in recent quarters, 
some one-off transport items.  Over the next few quarters the general strength in business 
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Figure 1.15 – Business investment 
(ex computers) contribution to GDP growth 
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Figure 1.16 – Import penetration ratio (ex-
computers) 
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investment unwinds making for some near term weakness in investment relative to the 
recent past. 

Improving export prospects, a strong pick up in corporate profit growth and emerging 
capacity constraints in the first half of the forecast period create an environment 
conducive to increased investment spending.  Healthy balance sheet positions are also 
supportive of spending by firms.   

Our headline investment numbers 
have a substantial upward bias owing 
to the measurement of computer 
investment5 and therefore disguise 
underlying investment trends.  While 
annual average growth in business 
investment picks up to around 11% 
towards the end of 2001, growth in 
investment, excluding computers, 
strengthens to around 6% and falls 
back to around 3½% by the end of the 
forecast period.   

This 6% peak in the investment cycle 
compares to growth rates of between 20 and 30% in the 1993/94 period.  In part, the 
moderate upswing reflects the starting point position.  Investment spending held up while 
the economy was slowing which lessens the scope for an acceleration in investment over 
the upswing.  In contrast, the mid-1990s investment boom followed a period of capital 
scrapping.   

...while the growing economy 
pulls in imports. 

Import demand tends to increase 
when domestic demand and exports 
are growing.  In addition, exchange 
rate movements and structural factors 
such as tariff reductions can affect the 
demand for imports.  Over the 1990s 
import penetration (imports as a share 
of New Zealand's domestic and export 
activity) has been increasing.  This is 
likely to reflect the influence of a rising 
exchange rate over some of the period 
and trade liberalisation.   

                                                 

5 The deflator for computer investment, as measured for SNA (System of National Accounts) purposes, 
attempts to capture quality improvements along the lines of processing speed etc.  The result is that 
computer prices are forecast to fall at around 20% per annum.  With rapid gains in computer technology, 
real SNA computer investment grows much faster than actual computer units.  This effect also boosts the 
SNA import track and so the net effect on GDP of the measurement of computer volumes is negligible. 
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Figure 1.17 – Current account 
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Figure 1.18 – Terms of trade 
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Strong growth in computer imports, as a result of strong business investment in 
computers, has served to boost measured import volumes.  However, when the effect of 
computers is excluded the rise in import penetration is still evident.   

Over the outer years of the forecast period we expect reasonably strong import growth 
averaging around 6% per annum.  Import penetration (ex-computers) continues to rise but 
not to the extent seen over the 1990s.  This is partly due to the more modest appreciation 
of the exchange rate over the forecast period as compared to the appreciation seen over 
the end-1992 to early-1997 period.  If more domestic and exporting activity were sourced 
from imports than that assumed in these projections, then lower output growth and a 
larger current account deficit would be implied. 

The near term sees some temporary pressures weigh on the current account 
but over the remainder of the forecast period a moderate improvement is 
expected. 

The current account deficit was 6.3% 
of GDP in the year to June 19996, a 
marked increase from 5.1% in the year 
to December 1998.  During the first 
half of 1999 the annual investment 
income deficit pushed higher as 
returns to direct investment abroad 
weakened and returns to foreign direct 
investment in NZ recovered. 

The merchandise trade surplus 
declined from late 1998 as exports 
weakened and imports increased.  
However, continuing strength in tourism ensured that the balance of goods and services 
was steady and in approximate balance throughout 1999. 

In the near term the current account deficit is expected to come under temporary pressure 
and reach 8.3% of GDP in the year to March 2000.  The increase will reflect many one-off 
factors such as: 

• The government purchase (import) 
of a frigate in the December 1999 
quarter, estimated to be worth 
around 0.6% of GDP.  This adds to 
the one-off imports seen in the 
June 1999 quarter of a ferry and an 
oil tanker, with an assumed 
combined value of nearly 0.2% of 
GDP. 

                                                 

6 The official measurement of the current account has shifted toward the latest IMF guidelines of 1993 
(“BPM5”).  At this stage the main effects have been the exclusion of migrants’ transfers and presentation 
formats.  
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Figure 1.19 – Consumers Price Index excluding 
credit services 
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• Sharply higher oil prices that undermine New Zealand's terms of trade. 

•  Recovery in the returns to foreign direct investment in NZ following a below-par result 
for 1998/99. 

Beyond 1999/2000 the current account deficit is forecast to decline, albeit moderately, to 
around 5.8% of GDP by 2003.   

The deficit on investment income is expected to persist at around 7% of GDP, reflecting 
New Zealand's net liability position with the rest of the world.   

However, net exports of goods and services are set for recovery.  In the early part this is 
from export volumes.  Further out, the terms of trade are expected to receive a boost as 
world prices for New Zealand's commodity exports recover and oil prices stabilise.  While 
the terms of trade improve over coming years, the gains are not quite enough to bring the 
level back to that at the start of the period. 

Oil price hikes are largely behind a near term spike in inflation.  Later, 
monetary tightening keeps inflation within the Reserve Bank’s target range.  

Following the reduction in inflationary pressures seen in 1998, inflation has remained 
subdued over the first half of 1999.  Annual inflation edged up to 1.2% in June from 1.0% 
in March. 

In the near-term one-off price 
increases, including increases in local 
authority rates and the rise in motor 
vehicle registration fees, will add to 
measured inflation.  Overshadowing 
all else, however, is the inflationary 
impact of the recent surge in 
international oil prices.  This is largely 
behind the spike in annual inflation to 
2.7% in March 2000. 

When setting monetary policy, the 
Reserve Bank’s approach is to “look 
through” the impact on inflation of one-
off factors such as the recent oil price rises.  Rather the Reserve Bank focuses on 
underlying sources of inflationary pressure such as the state of domestic demand and the 
extent of spare capacity in the economy. 

We also assume the near-term rise in inflation does not lead to more sustained 
inflationary pressures.  Households, for example, are not expected to bid up wages in 
response to higher oil-related costs.  The presumption is that workers and employers 
believe that the Reserve Bank will act to keep inflation under control. 

Once the effect of higher oil prices has fed through, the inflation profile reflects a mixture 
of international and domestic influences.  Ex-oil import prices strengthen from the 
significant declines seen over 1997 and 1998.  However, global excess capacity over the 
first half of the forecast period in conjunction with the modestly rising exchange rate is 
expected to limit the extent of imported inflation. 
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As economic activity gathers pace a tightening labour market puts upward pressure on 
inflation and firms are expected to attempt to expand profit margins in the face of stronger 
demand conditions.  House price inflation is expected to remain modest over coming 
years reflecting solid, rather than spectacular, income growth, rising interest rates and net 
outward migration through most of the forecast period. 

The forecast tightening in monetary conditions ensures that annual inflation never strays 
too far from the middle of the Reserve Bank’s target range.  Inflation hovers around the 
1.5% to 2% mark through the outer years of the forecast period. 

 

Update on the Macroeconomic Impact of the Year 2000 Bug 
 
In the May Budget Economic and Fiscal Update, Treasury reviewed the potential impact of the year 
2000 (Y2K) computer problem on the New Zealand economy.  The Y2K computer problem involves 
a risk that some computer-based systems will fail to recognise dates correctly, particularly on 
1 January 2000.  Treasury concluded that while considerable uncertainty surrounds the Y2K 
problem, there was likely to be limited adverse economic impact provided that New Zealand was 
well prepared. 

A review of information made available since then has not changed our view.  Recent surveys by 
the Y2K Readiness Commission suggest that New Zealand will achieve a high degree of Y2K 
readiness.  Information on our major trading partners also suggests a reasonable degree of 
readiness, although a handful of countries, especially emerging markets, still have considerable 
progress to make. 

Despite the encouraging outlook for New Zealand and its major trading partners, considerable 
uncertainty still surrounds the Y2K period and a residual risk of widespread disruption still exists.  
Our view remains that there could be a small temporary negative impact on growth in early 2000 
due to Y2K-related disruptions.  There is also potential for volatility in financial markets over the 
Y2K period and increased demands for liquidity during this period are already apparent in forward 
interest rates. 

Due to uncertainty, no estimate of the economic consequences of Y2K-related failures or 
disruptions are included in the forecasts. 

 

 

Expected activity and inflation trends see the nominal economy grow by 
around 5% per annum over the forecast period. 

The forecasts for real economic activity and prices are key inputs into the fiscal forecasts 
contained in the next chapter.  Combining real GDP and inflation produces forecasts for 
nominal GDP, from which tax revenue forecasts are derived.  The inflation forecasts also 
feed into the expenditure side of the fiscal accounts, as welfare benefits are adjusted to 
keep pace with movements in inflation. 

Following a flat 1998/99 year, nominal GDP growth picks up to average nearly 5% per 
annum over the forecast period.  Compared to the Budget Economic and Fiscal Update, 
growth in the nominal economy is expected be about the same in the year to March 2000 
and somewhat stronger in the following two comparable years.  This means that by March 
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2002 the level of nominal GDP is around $1.3 billion higher than that forecast in the 
Budget Economic and Fiscal Update.   

In terms of the income measure of GDP, employees’ compensation shows modest growth 
in the year to March 2000 reflecting steady wage and employment growth.  Beyond 2000 
a strengthening labour market feeds through into labour income growth of around 5% per 
annum. 

Following a period of weakness in the three years to March 1999, operating profits7 are 
expected to show a strong rebound in the first two years of the forecast period with growth 
peaking at 7.5% in the year to March 2001.  Improving export prospects and 
strengthening domestic activity will work to boost profits.  On the cost side of the equation 
reasonable productivity gains along with steady, rather than accelerating, wage growth 
make for moderate unit labour cost growth. 

 

                                                 

7 Operating profits refer to the operating surplus as defined in the New Zealand System of National 
Accounts.  Included in the definition are profits received by both the private sector, including the farm 
sector, and the government sector. 


